FDA’s Center for Veterinary Medicine works hard to keep the CVM Animal Pals—and all animals—healthy. We make sure that the medicines used in pets and farm animals are safe and work the way they’re supposed to. We also make sure that food for animals is safe and has the right ingredients, and that the food we get from some farm animals, like milk from cows and eggs from chickens, is safe for us to eat, too!

Do you know what each CVM Animal Pal is called as a baby?

Match the animal below with its baby name in the list to the right.

1. Foal
2. Shoat
3. Kitten
4. Pup
5. Calf
6. Chick
7. Fry or Fingerling

In the small box inside each picture, write the number from the list that matches the Animal Pal’s baby name.

5. Calf = Thunder and Buttercup (the cows)
6. Chick = Rusty the rooster
7. Fry or Fingerling = Bubbles the fish

Answers:
1. Foal = Lighting the horse
2. Shoat = Curly the pig
3. Kitten = Mozart the cat
4. Pup = Jazz the dog